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Methods of Operation.-—The ore is weighed accurately to 0-01 gramme unless very poor when a less exact approximation is sufficient. The charcoal is always weighed with great care ; the litharge is best measured by a ladle or shot measurer ; the fluxes may also be measured out by a ladle more rapidly than they can be weighed. The various ingredients are thoroughly mixed together on rubber cloth or in the crucible in which the fusion is to take place. Part of the borax is often kept separate and used as a cover, being put on the top of the rest of the charge after transference to the crucible.
The crucible is carefully annealed in the ashpit of the furnace before using. It is lowered into a hollow in the fuel of the furnace made by piling the coke round an old pot and then carefully withdrawing the latter. Both ordinary and basket tongs are useful. The lire should be at a low red heat on charging in—-that is, at a temperature of (.»<)() or TOO"'-••• and should not be urged at first. The objects to he obtained are as iolhnvs :..........
(1)   The gold is to he brought into such a condition that it will be readily taken up by the molten lead before the subsidence of the latter to the bottom of the pot.
(2)   The mixture is to he finally brought to a state of quiet fusion, with low viscosity, so that the reduced lead may subside completely and collect into one button.
(3)  There must he no mechanical losses.
[{eduction of the lead begins helow a red heat, and is probably almost complete before borax glass and sodium carbonate beujn to melt, (at about 700°) and to attack the gangue. In an ordinary charge which was heated in a intiiHe at- (Mn ' for twenty minutes, and then uithdrawn and allowed to cool, it was found that fusion had begun though no effervescence had occurred. No lead was visible until after the charge had been panned, when a large amount of metallic lead in line particles was recovered. The lead begins to collect into globules visible to the naked eye as soon as the charge begins to work and effervesce, hut- does not sink until the effervescence has proceeded for several minutes. The slower the melting (/.r., the more the "fritting" stage is prolonged) fin1 more chance is afforded of bringing the lead into intimate contact with all parts of the pasty mass and of collect.ing the gold from the ore. Also the slower the nieltinn. the less chance there is that part of the charge will be. projected from the pot. The final temperature need not, as a rule, be above Lluu , and may be, lower in certain cases.
The influence of the rate of heating on the. result- is very great. In an experiment designed to test this, four charges of a pvritic ore were made- up in accordance with the table* given above (p. fi'7). Two charges were, heated very slowly, and remained in the furnace for liftv minutes before fusion wan complete. The other two charges were heated as rapidly as possible, and were in the furnace for only twenty minutes. The results were, as follows :•—
TABLE XL ML
;     Hnit«'«! Slowly.     .    United .KupMly
O/.s. PIT Ton.       :       O/.H. JUT Tmu (l)Gold,           .        .  !           0*130           ^           0-075
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